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			This is somewhat embarrassing, isn’t it?

			It seems we can’t find what you’re looking for.
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By submitting you agree to receiving exclusive email content & deals from Kettle Moraine Heating.
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Larry Classen1710860587






Rick Schneider1710847552

Everyone did a outstanding job!




Nick Cannizzaro1710774900






Assefa Damte1710728584






JoAnn Ruud1710613582

I appreciate the expertise of the company- we have been with for 15 years - been a pleasant experience all around




Antra Morgan1710553277

We are very pleased with the professional workmanship from Sam (the Sales Rep.) to Kevin, Josh, & Mike (the Installation Team), to Scott R & his partner (the Electrician Team) from Kettle Moraine H&AC.  After our old furnace finally died on us, they came to our home on the same day and installed a wonderful Lenox Efficiency Furnace the next day.  This was an outstanding experience from the moment we made the initial inquiry to replace our furnace.   We highly recommend this company for anyone in need of heating & air conditioning replacement or repairs.




Jesse Fischer1710527655






Tim Guillama1710455438

I had Kettle Moraine in for a clean and tune on my old furnace. I recieved a confirmation text along w a pic of my tech and the aproximate time of his arrival. Dylan arrived on time looked like the pic I recieved and did a great job. The cleaning was thorough and took about 1.5 hours as he had to dismantle a number of parts to do a thorough job investigating and cleaning the Internal parts of the furnace. Pictures of critical items were taken and after the cleaning discussed. Would highly recommend.




Jamie Andriacchi1710362724






Denise Wilgenbusch1710355015

Brent and Patrick were professional and thorough in cleaning our furnace, air conditioner and ERV system.  They cleaned up and were very respectful. We will be using their services again and highly recommend them.




Steve Greco1710347690

Bill is very experienced and personable, and does excellent work.




Dawn Lambrecht1710342210

They were able to schedule me right away. Brett was great and was able to fix the problem promptly. He was understanding and not pushy! Will return when I replace the furnace .




minako251710282548

Service guys were nice, got job done efficiently.




Manuel Mandujano1710280716

Matt and his crew did an excellent job installing my hvac system and running me through my new systems operation.Would recommend Kettle Moraine Heating and AC to my friends and family.




Pookusj1710280527






Jeff Akin1710266788

Awesome experience from a great salesman, Jay, and the very experienced technicians.  Will definitely be using Kettle Moraine for all my HVAC needs.




Meghan Olsen1710256762






Peter Rasmussen1710190561






p frigo1710184219

Brett did excellent work and was prompt.




Stephen P1710180243

Mark was very knowledgeable and professional.




Samantha Dodge1710175032






Linda Sutera1709931960

I have always had wonderful experiences and service from the technicians that come out.  The staff in the office are pleasant and polite and they get back to you quickly and responsively. Great company to work with.




Kyle Anderson1709778495






Ken McIntyre1709762490

Good experience with Kettle moraine heating. Checked out furnance & communicated on what the issue could beMarch 1st Aaron R & team installed new Lennox furnace, wifi T6 thermostat & AC unit. Done in 1 day. Great guys and easy to talk with. Thank you




Megan Ludwigson1709594805

Great technicians! They went the extra mile to follow up with a second inspection after our problem was not initially solved. We appreciate their customer service and commitment to fully addressing issues.




Bill Sherer1709590301

Awesome company and our service tech Jim Bialk was outstanding. Knowledgeable with experience to back it up. Very satisfied!!




Ollie Wilhite1709513908






Cheryl Reher1709419560

This started with a tune-up and progressed to an installation of a new furnace and an air conditioner.The install people showed up on time. They were super efficient on installation, clean-up and tossed in a good amount of education.They worked with us on the money portion.Overall experience was really great. Will definitely work with them for future needs.




cynthia waters1709397232

Brian Fischer was beyond helpful!  He explained how my generator works and what, as an owner, I’m responsible for when it comes to maintenance. He got it running and is coming back to do maintenance and show me.




Susan Widmer1709339943

Was like a family friend. My tech was very helpful. He had answered my questions. Easy to talk to.




David Johnson1709321980

Very satisfied, serviceman very knowledgeable,  quite personable,  knew his stuff, worked swiftly.




jean hicks1709261098

Great job installing my new line and air conditioner. Good communication and very neat.




MEGAN HART1709228978

Arron and crew were awesome. They were very efficient, knowledgeable, friendly, and kind. Great customer service.




Cari Cody1709228743






Pamela Groh1709162594






Jimmy Xentaras1709073411

Technician Brent Von Hofman conducted an inspection and discovered a slight problem. He addressed it immediately and arranged for another trip out to resolve the issue. I've always found the company and technicians to be honest and reliable.




Juli Drews1709043872

Very professional! Showed up in time, hard working, took care of any issues that arose during the installation. Looks great, works great!! The ladies in the office were spectacular and SO helpful with my many questions which is what made me choose them! Shout out to Sheri who has the patience of a saint!




John Clawson1708960922

Quick service and Brian worked well and was polite and thorough. Good work!




Steve Krajewski1708725398

Thank you. Tyler was very informative and included me in the process. Everything checked out good.




Sean Walgrave1708644927






Annette Montes de Oca1708627407

Paul was very courteous and friendly. He found a couple areas of concern and explained them in an easy to understand manner. I am very glad we had this inspection done.




Chery1708626075

Brian called to confirm our Peace of Mind maintenance visit this morning.    Simultaneously, I received a text message introducing Brian (photo included) and his ETA.  Our appointment was scheduled between 8 and 10.  He walked into our home at 8am!Turns out our furnace was ready for maintenance!  Brian was able to inspect and clean all components as well as diagnose a few issues that could have caused some significant problems down the road.   He left having addressed all concerns we had a well as a few problems we weren't aware of.   He will follow up with an estimate on recommended repairs to extend the life and efficiency of our boiler.   We will look forward to his next visit this spring when he returns to inspect our Air Conditioning, as well as completing recommended repairs to our furnace.We have been using Kettle Moraine Heating and Air Conditioning for the past several years for rental property, parent's home as well as our home.   We highly recommend their service and have always been very pleased with their knowledgeable, considerate and kind technicians.Thank you!




Colleen Tatreau1708624004

We used Kettle Moraine Radon Services for our Radon Mitigation.  They were very professional, friendly and worked very hard.  They arrived on time and they let us know who was showing up.  They all worked as a team.  They cleaned up as if they were never here and they took the time to explain the whole system to both my husband and myself separately.   I would highly refer them to anyone.




Kevin Martinson1708558777

Very knowledgeable ran me through the problem and gave me my options. Would recommend kettle, Marine, heating and cooling over any other place.




Michelle Aichele1708555575






Kevin Kahn1708551502






Heide Stadney1708540977

Fast professional service respectful I would recommend them to anyone




Mary Shannon1708472851

Communication was fantastic! Everyone was on time, diligent about keep my home clean during the visit. The technicians explained the work that was done and answered my questions. Great experience!




Amber Buros1708459732

Kevin and the team did a great job!  Kevin showed us everything they did and explained everything afterwards!  The team was all here when expected and were all great!











            
































